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ABSTRACT 

 Despite an increased focus on firefighter safety, advancements in firefighter protective 

equipment, and scientific research on strategy and tactics, the United States fire service still 

averages approximately 100 firefighter fatalities per year. In 2013, a total of 97 on-duty 

firefighter deaths in the U.S., with an average of 2.9 firefighter fatalities per 100,000 residential 

structure fires. 

 The Henrico County Division of Fire (DOF) has always placed firefighter safety as a top 

priority. The DOF has consistently sought to provide members with top of the line equipment, 

realistic and timely training initiatives, and provide a culture that emphasis’s the health and well 

being of its members. In the early 1990’s, the DOF began to formally train all sworn members in 

“Mayday Firefighter Down” techniques and in 2006 completed “Project Impact” which focused 

on the actions a individual firefighter should take when lost inside a structure. As a part of Spring 

Live Burns 2013, a “Mayday” scenario was included, and during this training, it was realized 

that the majority of the DOF’s “Mayday” training consisted of “snatch and grab” style scenarios, 

with no realistic training that focused on Commanding the Mayday during a prolonged Mayday 

operation. 

 In the spring of 2014, the DOF completed county wide scenario based training that 

focused on individual firefighter techniques during a Mayday, air management techniques, crew 

resource management, downed firefighter packaging and removal, Commanding the Mayday, 

and treating injured firefighters during a prolonged Mayday scenario. A total of 488 sworn 

members completed this training resulting in a 96.6% completion rate. 
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 This report (AAR) seeks to identify the strengths and recognized areas for improvement 

of the DOF’s spring 2014 Mayday Training. This document should serve as a reference for DOF 

members and as a format to guide future decisions of the DOF regarding Mayday operations.  
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PURPOSE & PROCESS 

The intent Spring Evolutions 2014 was to deliver safe and consistent training to all sworn 

members on Mayday operations. The focus of this training was on Managing the Mayday and 

locating, removing, and treating injured firefighters. This training occurred in two, four-hour 

blocks of instruction each day, over the course of thirteen days. All sworn members fit for duty 

were required to participate in Spring Evolutions. 

4 Engines, 2 Special Services, 1 Fire Medic Unit, and 2 Chief Officers were requested for 

each four-hour block. The District Chief’s were provided with the schedule of training dates, and 

then assigned companies to specific dates while also considering their district needs. 

The Instructor Cadre for Spring Evolutions 2014 consisted of members of the Training 

Staff, members of the Mayday Cadre, and select DOF members with specific skills sets in 

Mayday operations, and advanced rescue techniques. This Cadre received classroom and hands-

on training covering all aspects of the program, including a review of the Command Doctrine, 

Managing the Mayday procedures, approaching and removing downed firefighters, lifting and 

moving heavy objects, and treating/transporting downed firefighter to ensure a safe training 

environment and a consistent training message was delivered on a daily basis. 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 

 Expand the awareness and understanding of each DOF member on how to Manage the 

Mayday 

 Educate and train each DOF member through classroom instruction and practical 

demonstration how to approach a downed firefighter. 

 Educate and train each DOF member through classroom instruction and practical 

demonstration how to lift and move large object using simply techniques. 

 Educate and train each DOF member through classroom instruction and practical 

demonstration how to remove a downed firefighter. 

 Educate, train, and mentor DOF members on how to treat injured firefighters who have 

suffered smoke inhalation and crush injuries. 

 Through the use of well trained and mature instructional cadre members, deliver each 

Spring Evolution training module with the most consistent message possible in an effort 

to bring all DOF members to a common way of operating. 

 Deliver safe and effective training in an open and professional educational environment. 

 Evaluate the DOF’s current policy and procedures for Managing the Mayday. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF TRAINING & SKILL STATIONS 

Slideshows covering LUNAR, ROAM, Rescuing Downed Firefighters, and DOF SOG’s 

on Mayday were developed and sent out to Company Officers for Company Level training prior 

to Spring Evolutions. This ensured that all members were up to date on current Mayday policies, 

procedures, and techniques prior to their assigned Evolution day. 
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4 Engines, 2 Special Services, 1 Fire Medic Unit, and 2 Chief Officers were assembled 

for each four-hour block. During sessions where the district was unable to provide a second 

Command Officer, the Training Section provided an Officer to serve in this role as part of the 

scenario. 

Each four-hour training block included: 

 Briefing for all members on the plan for the training session 

 A slideshow and video review of recent Mayday’s 

 3 practical skills review stations (20 minutes each) 

o Assessing the downed firefighter 

o Lifting and moving heavy objects 

o Down firefighter removal techniques 

Upon completion of the practical skills stations, members were assembled and briefed on the 

scenario to include: 

 Operating TAC channel and additional TAC channels were available upon request 

 There would be no live fire, but to treat theatrical smoke as a IDLH environment 

 Staggered responses utilizing actual response data from West Broad Village 

 The structure was a 2 story taxpayer with commercial occupancies on Division 1 and 

apartments on Division 2. Division 3 was not in play during the scenario 

 Access via Division 1 was off limits from the exterior. The only access into the structure 

was via Division 2 cold side 

 A cone was a “no go” area 

 The cat walk on Division 2 Cold Side was in play 

 To manage and run the incident as they would in real life. Members can utilize any tools 

that they have on their apparatus 

 There are role players, to  listen to the info that provide 

 Any action that would injure or kill them in real life would result in a “training time-out” 
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 Any victims found must come back out via Division 2 

 To utilize “Real, Real, Real” for a true emergency. There were 2 Cadre members on each 

floor/area acting as “Safety” 

  If they run out of air, gets lost, etc., to do what you would do in real life (call a Mayday) 

 There were props that they can break and some that they cannot break 

 They will have to treat at least 1 victim, from initial treatment to actually transporting 

away from the Drill Facility 

 All Companies were provided with a map of the area depicting hydrants and street 

layouts 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENARIO 

While companies reported to the staging area and radio checks were completed. The cadre 

positioned Engine 81 (Training Engine) on nearby hydrant, deployed “downed power lines” and 

other debris to simulate a natural gas explosion. Engine 81 was equipped with PATS tags for Lt. 

Birdie and FF Oscar. See Appendix A for diagrams of the structure and prop layout. 

 The scenario began with a single engine response (E81) for the reported outside gas leak at 

10301 Drayton Drive.  

 Additional info provided by the dispatcher: 

 

o “E81, the caller advises that she can smell gas outside of her apartment. No 

additional info at this time.” 

 

 E81 arrives to find a large inside gas leak with City Gas on scene. 

 

o “E81 is on scene. I have a large 2 story taxpayer with the interior gas leak. Start 

me a full assignment and we will be investigating. Lt. Birdie will have the Drayton 

Command.” 

 

 The full assignment was dispatched 
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 “Engines ___, ____, ____, ____, Trucks ___, _____, Batt ____, _____, 

and FM___, respond to 10301 Drayton Drive at the request of E81 for the 

inside gas leak.” 

 While investigating a gas leak, a explosion occurs (no fire) 

o E81D calls 81A twice… no response 

o E81D calls 81B once…. No response 

o E81D announces a Mayday 

 “E81D to radio, Mayday, Mayday, Mayday. We have had a gas explosion 

and I am unable to contact E81A or E81B. Last know location was 

Division 2. There is no fire at this time. I am injured and E81 has been 

damaged.” 

 The District Units were staggered in their response 

 

 Dispatch Times: 

UNIT 
FROM 

DISPATCH 

1ST 
Engine 2:00 

Fire 
Medic 2:30 

2nd 
Engine 3:00 

1st Truck 3:10 

1st Chief 3:30 

3rd 
Engine 4:30 

4th 
Engine 5:00 

2nd 
Truck 6:00 

2nd Chief 8:00 

 

 Additional Scenario Notes: 

o District units arrive and ran the incident how they would in real life 

o E81D (Role Player) was transported by a “phantom medic unit” once the Fire 

Medic crew made contact with him 
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o City Gas (Role Player) advised that all gas service has been shut-off for a 3 block 

radius 

o If a participant did something that that would have killed or injured them in real 

life, (stepped on downed power lines, etc.), they were placed in a “training time-

out” until another participant could safely remove them from the hazard. 

o Que cards were provided for cadre members for each downed firefighter. See 

Appendix B 

o At the 45 minute mark, “Truck 81” breached a wall on Side A and access was 

allowed on Division 1 

o After several days of scenarios, it was determined that crews were going directly 

to the “box” without performing searches of other areas of the structure. The 

victims were then moved around the structure to reinforce sound search 

techniques. 
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OBSERVATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Average time from 1st arriving unit to physically locating the 1st downed Firefighter: 

21:26 

Max Time: 38:24 

Minimum Time: 10:52 

Average time from 1st arriving unit to removal of the 1st downed Firefighter: 

30:44 

Max Time: 48:26 

Minimum Time: 14:20 

Average time from 1st arriving unit to physically locating the 2nd downed Firefighter: 

32:34 

Max Time: 54:55 

Minimum Time: 16:27 

** Two scenarios were stopped prior to the locating of the 2nd downed Firefighter** 

Average time from 1st arriving unit to removal of the 2nd downed Firefighter: 

44:13 

Max Time: 1:03:15 

Minimum Time: 24:29 

Number of Firefighter who made contact with the “downed power lines”: 

12 

Number of Firefighters who “fell thru the hole in the floor”: 

4 
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GENERAL STRATEGY & TACTICS 

 Teamwork. The scenario was challenging from the command level to the task level. All 

members displayed enthusiasm, teamwork, and worked together towards rescuing the 

missing firefighters. 

 The decisions that the Company Officer makes on a daily basis drive the incident. 

During the scenarios, Company Officers made sound tactical decisions, organized 

resources on the interior and drove the incident to a successful outcome. There is no 

other role in our department can such a positive impact on all operations, members, and 

citizens. 

 Complete a thorough size up and 360. Paint the picture for incoming units, the only 

information that they and Incident Commanders have is what they hear. 

 Take the time to stop and listen for PASS devices. During several scenarios, the RIC 

crew on the outside was able to provide details “(I can hear a PASS device on Division 1 

C/D corner”) to assist interior crews with narrowing their search. 

 Ventilation Techniques: The scenario presented a difficult ventilation problem due 

to limited access and simulated below grade conditions. The DOF should include 

advanced ventilation techniques in “The Basic School”, “The Advanced School”, and 

Special Service Training at the station level. 

 Ground Ladders. Numerous ground ladders thrown throughout all scenarios.  

 Staging of equipment caches. Crews planned ahead and staged equipment that may be 

needed in the future. 

 Crew integrity.  There were numerous incidents of unaccounted crew members. 

 Use of lighting inside the structure. Lighting increased visibility and increased 

effectiveness. 

 Utilization of Thermal Imaging Cameras. The TIC aids in locating the seat of the fire, 

accelerating the completion of tactical objectives, and seeing through thick smoke. The 

“hole” on Division 2 was clearly visible on the TIC during heavy smoke conditions. The 

TIC can also provide for a false sense of security, and all members are encouraged to 

utilize sound search techniques (oriented search) in conjunction with the TIC. 

 Use of Tag Lines. When utilized during the scenario, the Unit Tag Lines provided a 

direct path to the victim(s) and exit. Members should conduct company level training on 

the proper use of Tag Line. 

 LUNAR reports from members who called a Mayday during the scenario. There was 

a wide variation on how members called a Mayday.  SOG EO-24. Follow up training was 

conducted at the station level on LUNAR. 

 Basic Fire Ground Duties. The skills that we utilize daily are essential survival and 

rescue techniques. Sounds searches will allow us to locate downed firefighters, forcible 

entry skills translate to forcible exit skills. Sound air management skills increase our 

work time during a “normal fire”, and equate to an increase in the amount of time we 
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can survive before being rescued or escaping. We must practice and hone these “basic” 

skills until they become second nature as in times of stress we revert back to how we were 

trained. 

 Consider the impact of the carbon monoxide produced from gas PPV fans on 

downed firefighters. CO levels quickly rose above normal limits inside the structure 

when gas PPV fans were placed in service. 

 Several members encountered situations where they should have called a “Mayday” 

but did not. (Lost, low on air, etc.). Follow up training was conducted at the station level 

on when to call a Mayday. The DOF needs to include Air Emergency, Lost/Disoriented, 

Entangled/Pinned/Trapped, Thermal Emergency, Injured/Medical Emergency, and if you 

think you are in trouble in SOG EO-24. 

 Dress for the game. All members operating on the fireground should be in full PPE. The 

fire scene is a dynamic environment where conditions could rapidly change and crews 

may need to be formed quickly. 

 Remove empty RIT bottles from the interior. During the evolutions several RIT bottles 

were drained and left inside the structure. As additional crews entered, these RIT bottles 

were seen as a “insurance policy” as they pushed forward, only to find out when they 

were low on air that the RIT bottles were empty. By bringing the empty bottles out, we 

can get them refilled and back in-service for future use. 

 

COMMUNICATIONS 

 Changing TAC channels during an incident can cause confusion to operating crews. 

When crews are advised to change to a different TAC channel, a PAR report should be 

completed to ensure that crews are operating on the appropriate TAC. 

 Poor and muffled radio traffic. All members should practice and train with the SCBA 

mask and radio operations. To reduce feedback, the member talking on the radio should 

move away from other members prior to talking on the radio. The DOF should examine 

the use of integrated radio communications with SCBA masks. 

 All members should limit radio traffic to essential, critical information. There is a 

fine line between too much information and not enough information. If we do not paint a 

good picture on conditions, progress, and resources needs for the IC, then they will call 

and ask. All members should work on providing essential, critical information during all 

radio transmissions. The ability to get on the radio and transmit critical information 

becomes vital important during Mayday operations. 

 Face to face communication is the preferred method of communication. When 

multiple crews are operating in close proximity, it is suggested that one member 

communicate on the radio (can give PAR reports, etc., thus allowing the others to 

continue to work.  
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 Utilizing different TACS for inside and outside crews led to confusion and missed 

information. Crews were unsure what TAC they were supposed to be on, failed to switch 

TAC channels when they went inside/outside, and missed crews advising that they had a 

victim at a window and needed assistance. 

 During several scenarios, the IC switched all operations to FTA. During these 

scenarios, there were little to no lost transmissions, or garbled radio traffic. The DOF 

should explore the use of FTA and similar nonrepeated channels for tactical operations. 

It is important to note that with our current radio system, an “Emergency Activation” on 

FTA is not received at the Comm Center, nor can we easily identify who has activated 

their Mayday button. 

 During several scenarios, Group/Division Supervisors communicated with 

Command on a separate “Command Channel”, on when to conduct PAR reports, 

CPR reports, etc. This greatly reduced the radio traffic on the operations channel 

(where the majority of crews were operating). For this method to be effective, the 

Group/Division Supervisors need two portable radios, as utilizing one portable and 

scanning two channels proved ineffective. 

 

AIR MANAGEMENT 

 All members should monitor their air supply and ensure that they have air to safely 

exit the structure. Company Officers should monitor their crew’s air supply on a 

regular basis. The DOF needs to develop an Air Management Policy.  

 No standard Air Management Policy. The DOF needs to develop an Air Management 

Policy. 

 4500psi air packs. There is a significant difference in working time and added safety 

factor for our members with 4500psi air packs. The DOF is working to expedite the 

changeover of all air packs to 4500psi. 

o Research has shown that under strenuous work: 

 A 2216 psi cylinder will last approximately 12 minutes 

 A 4500 psi cylinder will last approximately 25 minutes 

 Transfill Operations: It is not standard practice to transfill of the RIT bottle and then 

keep working. The DOF needs to develop an Air Management Policy. 

 Use of Air Reels inside the structure for prolonged operations. This is a great 

resource that reduces reflex time, but can also allow members to work to extreme fatigue 

levels. Company Officers must monitor the fatigue level of all crew members. 

 IC, Group/Branch Supervisors asking crews how they were on air. The DOF needs to 

develop an Air Management Policy.  
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INCIDENT MANGEMENT 

 Incident Commanders called for additional resources early. Requested the next 

greater alarm when the Mayday occurred, Air Utility, and EMS resources. (SOG EO-26) 

 6 mins and 40 seconds was the average time to complete PAR report. (2:30min, 18:00 

max) These reports tie up the radio and limit critical radio traffic while they are being 

conducted. The DOF should investigate alternative methods, procedures, and technology 

to reduce the time required to complete PAR reports.  

 In situations of missing firefighters, Incident Commanders should utilize the Unit 

Riding List to determine who is on the unit and possibly missing. It is imperative that 

members update riding list throughout the day. (SOG EO-10) 

 Conduct a PAR report when a “Mayday” occurs. SOG EO-26. We may be missing 

additional firefighters. Follow up training was conducted at the station level on 

Managing the Mayday. 

 Announce the names of missing firefighters.  SOG EO-26.  It is easier to find a Smith 

than an E81A. Names also prevent confusion when there a multiple missing firefighters. 

 ICS Structure. There was a wide variation in the ICS structure, terminology, use of 

Operations, Branch/Division. The DOF needs to clearly identify the basic ICS structure 

that will be used during these types of incidents. 

 Formal or informal leader on the inside. Whether formally established within the 

command structure or informally established inside where the downed firefighter is 

located, someone must take charge and coordinate resources/division of labor for the 

assessment, transfilling, extrication, and removal of the downed firefighter. This requires 

strong leadership, sound communication, and the “big picture view” and what needs to 

be done now, and what needs to be done next.(SOG EO-26) 

 When giving your PAR report, give your location. Example: E81, PAR of 2, on 

Division 1. This allows the IC to track and confirm your location.(SOG EO-10) 

 Confusion over what was side A, B, Division 1, Subdivision 1, basement etc. When 

“Side A” is not readily apparent, the IC is responsible for clarifying the location of “Side 

A”. The Henrico ICS manual uses the terms of “subdivision 1, Subdivision 2, etc” for 

levels below grade such as basements. The DOF needs to utilize standardizes 

terminology to prevent confusion. 

 Incident Commanders should leave a portable radio on FTA at the Command Post. 

During several scenarios the missing firefighters and operating members attempted to 

contact Command on FTA. It is recommend updating SOG EO-27 and the Command 

Doctrine to have the Incident Commander leave a portable on FTA for such instances. 
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 Duplication of effort. During several scenarios, the same areas were searched multiple 

times by different crews. This resulted in crew becoming fatigued and low on air without 

making forward progress. All members are encouraged to communicate face to face with 

other crews operating in the same area to determine what has been done and what needs 

to be done. When crews are being relieved by another crew, they should provide them 

with a CPR report (Conditions, progress, resources needs). 

 Company Officers unsure of whom they were reporting to as the Incident 

Command Structure expanded. As the Command structure expands, affected crews 

should be advised of who they are reporting to or who is reporting to them. Example: 

“Command to E1, E2, & T1, you are now reporting to Lt. Smith who has been designated 

Division 1” 

 The use of “entry point accountability” worked well. Entry officer at the point of entry 

tracking crews in and out along with time in/out (air management). 

 The use of PAR reports at the Division/Group level worked well. SOG EO-10. This 

“Enhanced Command Level Accountability” enabled Division/Group Supervisors to 

conduct PAR reports face to face, thus speeding up the process and reducing radio 

traffic. 

 CIT and DOF Chaplain Services. SOG EM-26 Mayday incidents will be taxing both 

mentally and physically on our members. The early inclusion of CIT, Henrico Mental 

Health, and the DOF Chaplains is strongly recommended.  

EQUIPMENT 

 Numerous “accidental” Mayday activations and members ending up on other TAC 

channels. All members should examine how they carry their portable radios to reduce 

the chance of accidental activation. The DOF should examine different portable radio 

options with the new radio system to reduce “accidental” Mayday activations and 

inadvertently changing TAC channels.  

 Several members did not realize that it was their radio with a Mayday. Follow up 

training was conducted at the station level on radio operations. 

 Several issues were encountered “resetting” an accidental Mayday activation. 

Follow up training was conducted at the station level on radio operations. 

 Members were using radios that were not assigned to their current riding 

assignment. This can cause a great delay in identifying who has activated their Mayday 

and where they are operating. Radio alias should reflect the riding position for which 

they are used. 

 Checking equipment. During the scenarios we encountered several broken gaskets on 

RIT bottles. All members are reminded to check all assigned equipment during their 

morning daily check. 

 4500psi SCBA High Pressure line loosened during operations resulting in a rapid 

loss of air. This SCBA was pulled from service and examined. (SOG EO-18). MSA sent 
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representatives to examine the airpack and the environment where this occurred. FF 

Farkas and MSA determined that Station 10 has a newer design high pressure coupling 

that allows the high pressure line to be unscrewed when the SCBA bottle is on. MSA 

replaced all of the couplings on the affected DOF’s high pressure airpacks. MSA is 

currently investigating to determine if this was a design or manufacturing issue. 

 When a low air alarm or a PASS device sounds, members should determine who has 

the alarm. There were several instances where members low air alarm or PASS alarm 

were sounding, but they did not realize that it was their SCBA. 

 Crews with dead radio batteries. It is recommended that members change out radio 

batteries at least three times a day. Shift change, lunch time, and before you go to bed. 

 Low air alarms from RIT bottles sound the same as low air alarms on SCBA’s. The 

DOF should work with MSA to determine if a different low air alarm is possible for the 

RIT bottles.  

SAFETY 

 Situational Awareness. 12 members were “killed” by downed power lines. 4 members 

fell through the hole in the floor. Our ability to observe the surrounding environment, 

understand it, and anticipate future events can warn us of impending catastrophic events.  

 Physical Conditioning of members. There is a direct correlation between the physical 

fitness level of members, air usage, and fireground performance. Company Officers 

should ensure that all members complete 1 hour of physical fitness training during each 

tour of duty. This training should focus on flexibility, strength, and aerobic conditioning. 

(SO HR-16) If you know your own personal physical limitations, you can monitor your 

stress level, air consumption, and work load, and thus withdraw before becoming 

incapacitated. 

 Relaying hazards and taking steps to make the area safer. The IC/Safety Officer 

should announce the safety hazard (lines down/hole in floor) and ensure that steps are 

taken to make the area safe. Several members stepped on downed lines/fell into the hole 

in the floor after these hazards were discovered and announced. 

 

PATIENT CARE 

 Challenges in the removal and cutting of turnout gear on injured firefighters. The 

DOF needs to develop a procedure from best practices on the removal of turnout and 

examine cutting tools options. These best practices should be included in future Mayday 

Training. 

 Knowledge of what units carry Cyanokits and RAD57 monitors. A “fireall” email 

was sent to all members as reminder of who carries these devices. Cyanokits are on 

EMS-1, EMS-2, Batt. 4, Squad 13, 18, & 21. RAD57’s are on EMS-1, EMS-2, and all 
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Special Service Companies. The DOF should investigate adding additional RAD57 

monitors to its inventory. 

 Provider oversight of the treatment protocols for Crush Syndrome and Inhalation 

Injuries. A “fireall” email was sent to all members as reminder of these protocols. 

Additional continuing education training will take place on protocol review during 

CEU’s and on Target Solutions. 

 Cynokit use and protocol treatment. Additional continuing education training will take 

place on protocol review during CEU’s and on Target Solutions. 

 H2S Levels and signs & symptoms of exposure. Additional continuing education 

training will take place on protocol review during CEU’s and on Target Solutions. 

 Understanding of total hemoglobin (SpHb) measurements and clinical 

manifestations. Several units were missing the laminated card for the RAD57. (See 

Appendix C). Additional continuing education training will take place during CEU’s and 

on Target Solutions. 
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SUMMARY 

 

The Henrico County Division of Fire has always placed firefighter safety as a top priority and a 

main component of this initiative is to consistently seek to improve operations and job 

competency. Although we have seen great strides in firefighter rescue techniques and “Managing 

the Mayday” over the past decade, we must continue to examine and update our policies, 

procedures, equipment, and individual skills sets to ensure that we utilize “best practices” to 

prevent and respond to a “Mayday”. 

Spring Evolutions 2014 identified numerous strengths and areas for improvement in Strategy and 

Tactics, Communications, Air Management, Incident Management, Equipment, Safety, and 

Patient Care. Several training programs, procedural changes have taken place since Spring 

Evolutions 2014 was conducted to address areas of improvement: 

- Safety Stand down training with all district personnel 

- Modifications to the SOG’s regarding Mayday and FF safety 

- A draft SOG has been written on Air Management for the DOF 

 But there is still a need for additional training, procedural changes, and examining alternative 

equipment options to ensure that we are utilizing “best practices” to save our own. 
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APPENDIX A 

STRUCTURE AND PROP LAYOUT 
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APPENDIX B 

DOWNED FIREFIGHTER QUE CARDS 

 

VICTIM 1 

Natural gas explosion with structural collapse, victim fell through Division 2 into understructure: 

 RIT crew when they reach stairs, hear audible pass alarm 

 As they work through collapse debris, they can hear low perceptible “help!” 

 Once RIT locates the victim they can see a visible HUD display of 2 yellow LED’s (50-

26%) Cylinder Pressure) with active audible PASS alarm 

 Victim’s mask is partial on and RIT can recognize rapid pressurized air escaping from 

SCBA mask face seal 

 Once contact is made with the victim, visual “buddy lights” activate on Control Module 

and the low air alarm begins to alarm. 

 

VICTIM 2 

Natural gas explosion with structural collapse, victim fell through Division 2 into understructure: 

 RIT crew when they reach stairs, hear audible pass alarm 

 As they work through collapse debris, they can hear low perceptible “help!” 

 The closer to breaching the wall they get the audible pass alarm and call out for “help” 

becomes loud enough and recognizable 

 Once they breach the wall they can see a visible HUD display of 2 yellow LED’s (50-

26%) Cylinder Pressure) with active audible PASS alarm 

 Victim banging on large debris covering lower half of his body, in an attempt to direct 

rescuers to his location and entrapment 

 Once contact is made with the victim, visual “buddy lights” activate on Control Module 

and the low air alarm begins to alarm. 
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APPENDIX C 

 

 

 

 

 
CClliinniiccaall  MMaanniiffeessttaattiioonnss 

0-4% None - Normal 

5-9% SSppCCOO  %% 

10-19% 
Headache, Shortness of 
Breath 

20-29% 
Headache, Nausea, 
Dizziness, Fatigue 

30-39% 
Severe Headache,  Vomiting, 
Vertigo, ALOC 

40-49% 
Confusion, Syncope, 
Tachycardia 

50-59% 
Seizures, Shock, Apnea, 
Coma 
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60% -up Coma, Death 

 


